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Angels and Demons, Myths and Legends.It's been six months since Reginald Baskin became a

vampire too fat to live happily with the beautiful undead Ã¢â‚¬â€• six months in which Reginald and

his two-thousand-year-old maker Maurice have learned that safety does not come with power.

These days, Maurice is Deacon of the Vampire Nation, but plenty beneath Maurice are still plotting

to depose him Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ or dispose of him. But when a new and ancient threat rears its head, the

Nation faces extinction and the truest of deaths Ã¢â‚¬â€• and Reginald, Maurice, and Nikki might be

the only vampires able to stop it. This sequel to the cult hit picks up where Fat Vampire left off,

following a trio of unlikely heroes down a path of myth and superstition into truths that have lied

buried for centuries Ã¢â‚¬â€• pitting the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s darkness against the unfathomable power

of its angry creators. This fresh twist on the tired old undead myth is the second in the Fat Vampire

series by Johnny B. Truant Ã¢â‚¬â€• author of many bestselling series including Invasion, The

Beam, Unicorn Western, The Dream Engine, Robot Proletariat, and more.
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Reginald and Maurice are back and this time they find out that there is someone out there with the

ability to destroy the entire vampire race.I really enjoyed this follow-up and upon finishing had to

start the next book in the series. I am quickly becoming a "huge" Fat Vampire junkie.Grab this

series, you won't be disappointed!

The first one in this series gave a fresh, new twist on the vampire tale and introduced Reginald, the

fat vampire. His story continues with the decimation of numerous vampires at a council meeting.

Two explanations are given: a gas explosion (unlikely), or angels (unbelievable). The evidence

points towards the latter and Reginald and his rag tag group must race against time, only thirty

days, to find a solution to the deadly ultimatum they are given. Action, suspense, and character

growth abound in this delightful sequel that will have you craving more. The relationship between

Reginald and Nikki gets very interesting to say the least. If you like the first one, you will need to

read this one!

Fat Vampire 2: Tastes Like Chicken is the hilariously titled sequel to Author Johnny B. Truant's

Supernatural Comedy Fat Vampire.It's been six months since the hijinks of the first novel, and

fledgling vampire Reginald Baskins is finally starting to get used to his new, odd life. He's built

himself a system by which to feed, gained a smokin' hot girlfriend, and gained balance in his world -

albeit a bit shakily. But the strange occurrence at the last Vampire Council Meeting stills haunts him

- not the many deaths, he could care less about all the pompous vamps that tried to execute him.

He worries about what it was that caused such a disaster, and in the form of a shape-shifting

incubus he gets his answer.Now, if only he could remember the number to that pizza place.Johnny

B. Truant once again brings the funny with this book, bringing a satirical twist to the vampire genre.

This isn't your run-of-the-mill sexy vampire. Reginald is overweight, clumsy, nerdy, and would rather

munch on some crackers than have sex with his girlfriend. I found myself having to pause to laugh

before continuing my reading of this book, and am only saddened by the fact it took me this long to

pick up book two in this terrifically funny series!

I loved the first book in the fat vampire series and it was no surprise to me when I loved the second

book just as much. It was great to see what the characters were doing after the end of the first book.

Reginald is a fantastic character when it comes to being pathetic but in a very lovable/clumsy puppy

sort of way. He finds some cool new aspects of his vampire powers, and I found myself wishing



there were an illustrated version of this book available. Reggie and Co. get to do some traveling and

new forms of supernaturals are introduced. I feel like I can't review this book very well, because

everything that happens is important to the plot of the story. I don't want to spoil anything for

anyone.My one small criticism is that I had to go back and read the "big reveal" ending twice. After

reading through it the first time I wasn't quite sure if what I read was real or a lie... I can't explain

here without giving away the ending. I'll just say is was a 'did that really just happen' moment, and I

had to read it twice to make sure I got what was going on. It wasn't badly written, it really is the

situation in the book. Even the characters are questioning if what happened was real or not.

I can't believe this hasn't been done before! Phenomenonal!What a brilliant concept. I love all the

Vampire Lore explored in this series.My only negative about the entire series so far is...the books

are too short.The characters are clearly developed and described so you can picture how they look.

I had no trouble visualising the stories setting. Its nearly one of the most down to earth Vampire

series I've ever read.The plot seems well developed and runs smoothly with enough going on that

you want to keep being part of it. Some parts are really creepy, and graphic. There's a bit of

romance but nothing too nasty. The love story is actually really cute, but a bit bizarre and a perfect

example of "what's does she see in him"!??If you like what you tase after your first taste, buy the

rest of the series all together.

I couldn't wait to grab #2 after finishing Fat Vampire!I'm a formerly fat guy who turned things around,

so I feel like I can relate to Reginald, whether it's to his physical challenges, funky friends, and girl

troubles.Fat Vampire is both a serious vampire story, but with obvious humor and tongue on cheek

styling. I really love these books!

more helpings of fat vampire!

Read the first one because it was free. I really liked it so of course I had to download the second

one. Did not disappoint.Very well written second adventure for Maurice, Reginald, and now Nikki.

More creatures are introduced, such as incubi and angels. Other myths are also hinted at being

true. We also get to see European vampires.With a good a good story and well written characters,

this is a very promising series and I will definitely be downloading part 3 soon.
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